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Talk content

• Massive parallel sequencing to 
improve confirmatory 
diagnostics

• Challenges of using genome 
sequencing for microbe 
identification

• Solutions through validation 
initiatives

Overview



Bacterial leaf streak of corn in 2016

http://cropprotectionnetwork.org/



House-keeping genes provide unclear answer

Single gene phylogenies MLST



Higher taxonomic resolution using genomic analysis
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• Should we call this Xvv?
• The U.S. strain Xvv702 is 99% identical to other Xvv strains
• Xvv702 is 98% identical to X. campestris pv. musacearum and X. vasicola pv. 

holcicola
• Species cutoff is considered to be 95%

• Do all Xv have the same host range?
• Seed transmissible?

There are questions beyond the genome sequence



MPS can detect citrus greening

• Citrus greening caused by Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus
• Major threat to the multi-billion dollar U.S. citrus industry
• The bacterium has low-titer and unevenly distributed in the tree
• Pathogen is unculturable
• New, early-detection technologies need confirmatory tools

Division of Plant Industry, Florida Department of 
Agriculture

Photo by T. Gottwald 2007



Partial 16S rRNA sequencing for identification

Illumina 16S rRNA assay

Custom 16S rRNA assay



Successful map-to-reference
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Challenges overview

• Genome identification works well when:
• Good organism database exists
• Pathogen present in high titer

• Risk needs to be assessed for different/new organisms
• How do you know when you have done enough sequencing in a 

metagenomics sample to be sure something is not there?

Challenges of using genome sequencing



Unsuccessful map-to-reference



Tricky when something is new



Metagenomics classifiers are not confirmations

Photo by T. Gottwald 2007

Microbiome – HLB case example

Roots



No standard pathogen analysis

Unknown



Incomplete databases

ANI to nearest neighbor is 91.5%



Pathogen biased databases

Three bacteria isolated from mexican fruit fly

https://ppdictionary.com/bacteria/gnbac/pneumoniae.htm
Jeffrey W. Lotz, Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, Bugwood.org



Low pathogen titer challenges

Lib-1

Lib-2

Sample Reads Reads mapped Percentage of reads

Lib-1 5,746,156 5,322 0.07%

Lib-2 7,832,186 21,103 0.25%



Challenges knowing when something is not there
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Lack of reproducibility

Two-thirds of researchers fail to reproduce another scientist’s experiments

• Study tried replicating five experiments: two were repeated, two were inconclusive, and one failed.
• A Nature survey reported over 70% of researchers have tried and failed to reproduce another 

scientist’s experiments

• Scientific culture promotes impact over substance, flashy findings over dull, confirmatory work that 
most of science is about.

• There are important differences between replication and reproducibility

Feb 2017 - https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-39054778



Using statistics to boost assay performance



Precision measurements

PRECISION: The degree of dispersion (such as variance, standard deviation or coefficient of variation) within a series of 
measurements.

• REPEATABILITY

• LINEARITY

• INTERMEDIATE PRECISION

• REPRODUCIBILITY 



Accuracy measurements

ACCURACY: Assessment of nearness of a test value to the expected value. The expected value may be obtained from 
a known reference standard (plant pest, pathogen, or biomolecule associated with either), reagent of known 
activity, or well-documented titer. 

• SENSITIVITY (ANALYTICAL) – LIMIT OF DETECTION

• SPECIFICITY (ANALYTICAL)

• SENSITIVITY (DIAGNOSTIC)

• SPECIFICITY (DIAGNOSTIC)

• SELECTIVITY



Precision measurement example

INTERMEDIATE PRECISION: Level of agreement between replicates of the same sample in similar 
conditions by the same lab (ICH Q2, 2005). For example, the sample is tested by analyst A and analyst 
B, or tested on instrument ABC and DEF, or tested using reagent lots UVW and XYZ on different days, in 
any combination (VIM, 2007). 

Mixed Model analysis



Summary and Needs

• PPQ S&T using genomics for identification and diagnostic 
improvement

• Remainder of PPQ does not have bioinformaticians at the ready
• Need information to perform risk assessment

• Identification, pathogenicity, transmissibility, etc.
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Discussion questions

• How do you measure microorganism risk?
• How do you prove a negative?
• How do you ensure protection of phytobiome diversity?
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